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Continue in this manner to the next switch, cutting
apart only the copper-colored wire in the cord and
attaching the bared ends of the cut wire under the
terminal screws on the switch. One after the other, run
the wire to all the entry-detection switches and ﬁre
sensors, ﬁnally running the two-wire cord to the
sounder backplate location.
If you need more than the spool of wire included in
security system kits, buy another spool and start the new
length at the last switch reached by the ﬁrst length of
wire. Cut off what remains of the ﬁrst length of wire at
the switch, and bare the two conductors in both wires.
Attach the copper-colored wires to the switch terminal
screws. Twist together the two silver-colored wires, and
afﬁx a small, solderless connector. Continue the run
back to the sounder with the new spool of wire, but do
not connect the wire to the sounder yet.

You have just ﬁnished wiring the intruder-entry
sensor switch loop. If you did it properly, the circuit of
the copper-colored wire will go to and through all the
switches, and the silver-colored wire will return from the
farthest end with no breaks or interruptions.
Now it is time to install the battery circuit. Purchase
two 6-volt lantern-type batteries or a suitable type of
rechargeable battery pack. Decide where you are going
to locate the batteries; they can be hidden in a closet or a
cabinet or placed on a shelf you can install for that
purpose. The security system kit should contain some
lengths of single-conductor wire called bell wire. One
should be covered with red insulation and the other with
black. Use this wire for connecting the batteries to the
sounder.
In the battery-to-sounder circuit, you must connect
the positive (+) and negative (-) terminals of the battery

SECURITY SYSTEM TROUBLESHOOTING CHART
Problem
Key switch turns
alarm off, but alarm
sounds immediately
when key switch is
turned on

Alarm will not sound
when door or window
is opened

False alarm occurs
randomly

Possible Cause

Solution

1. Faulty connection in switching unit loop. 1. Check each terminal screw in loop for
satisfactory connection. Also check loop
connection to bell. Test system for
satisfactory reset.
2. Defect in switching unit.

2. Place jumper across the terminals of each
switching unit, one at a time, to test the
system. Satisfactory reset indicates that
the jumped switching unit is defective.
Replace defective unit.

3. Faulty conductor in two-wire loop cable.

3. Replace loop cable. Test system for
satisfactory reset.

4. Fault in solid-state switching circuit.

4. Replace entire bell assembly.

1. Batteries weak or exhausted.

1. Replace batteries; or recharge old
batteries, if possible.

2. Defective key switch.

2. Place jumper across the terminals of the
key switch; then trigger system by
opening a door or window. If alarm
sounds, replace key switch.

3. Defective solid-state switch.

3. Replace entire bell assembly.

1. Door or window not fully closed.

1. Check to make sure doors and windows
are fully closed.

2. Loose connection in loop wiring.

2. Check each terminal location in loop.
Jiggle wire at terminal to try to cause a
false alarm. If alarm rings, repair loose
connection.

3. Faulty loop component.

3. Briskly tap each magnet switch and ﬁre
sensor. Replace unit that, when tapped,
sets off false alarm.

4. Defective solid-state switch.

4. Replace entire bell assembly.
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